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Introduction: AI Advances, Impacts, and Governance Concerns

Artificial intelligence (AI), particularly various methods of machine learning (ML), has achieved landmark advances over the past few years in applications as diverse as playing complex games, language processing, speech recognition and synthesis, image identification, and facial recognition. These breakthroughs have brought a surge of popular, journalistic, and policy attention to the field, including both excitement about anticipated advances and the benefits they promise, and concern about societal impacts and risks – potentially arising through whatever combination of accident, malicious or reckless use, or just social and political disruption from the scale and rapidity of change.

Potential impacts of AI range from the immediate and particular to the vast and transformative. While technical and scholarly commentary on AI impacts mainly concerns near-term advances and concerns, popular accounts are dominated by vivid scenarios of existential threats to human survival or autonomy, often inspired by fictional accounts of AI that has progressed to general super-intelligence, independent volition, or some other landmark similar to or far surpassing human capabilities. Expert opinions about the likelihood and timing of such extreme further advances vary widely. Yet it is also increasingly clear that advances like these are not necessary for transformative impacts – for good or ill, or more likely for good and ill – including the prospect of severe societal disruption and threats.

The potential societal impacts of AI, and their associated governance challenges, are in significant ways novel. Yet they also lie in the context of prior concerns with
assessing and managing technology-related risks, which has been an active area of research and policy debate since controversies over technologies related to energy, environment, weapons, computation, and molecular biology in the 1960s and 1970s. This work has generated many insights into societal impacts and control of technology, of which two in particular stand out. First, the societal impacts of technology are not intrinsic to the technology, but emerge from the social processes by which technologies are developed and applied. It is thus not possible to assess or manage societal impacts by examining a technology divorced from its economic, political, and social context. Second, these linked pathways of technological and social development are complex and uncertain, so societal impacts cannot be confidently projected in advance, no matter how obvious they may appear in retrospect. There is thus a structural tension that hinders efforts to manage the impacts of technology for social benefit. The process of developing, applying, and reacting to any new technology both gradually clarifies its effects, and also builds constituencies with interests in its unhindered continuance and expansion. Efforts to manage impacts thus move from an early state in which they are limited in knowledge because the nature of impacts is not clear, to a later state in which impacts are clearer but politically difficult to manage. This paradox is not absolute or categorical, but does describe a real tension and a real challenge to effective assessment and management of technological risks – which is clearly applicable to efforts to manage AI risks today.

While every technological area is in some respects unique, AI is likely to be more challenging in its potential societal effects and governance needs than even other contentious, high-stakes, rapidly-developing technologies. There are at least three reasons for this, rooted in characteristics of AI and applications that are likely to be
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enduring. First, AI is weakly defined. It includes diverse methods and techniques, derived from multiple prior areas of inquiry, which have fuzzy boundaries with each other and with multiple other areas of technological advance and challenge. The weak definition and boundaries of AI make it difficult to precisely localize and specify related objects of concern and their boundaries, and thus difficult to define regulatory authority or other forms of governance response. Second, AI has a foundational character. AI advances promise to transform, and interact strongly with, other areas of technological advance such as computational biology, neuroscience, and others. AI’s foundational role suggests comparison to historical examples of transformative technologies on the scale of those that drove the industrial revolution – electricity, the steam engine and fossil fuels. Considered together, the diffuse boundaries and foundational character of AI give it a vast breadth of potential application areas, including other areas of scientific and technology research – raising the possibility of an explosion of AI-augmented research rapidly transforming multiple fields of inquiry. Third, many currently prominent AI algorithms and applications, particularly those involving deep learning and reinforcement learning, are opaque in their internal operations, such that it is difficult even for experts to understand how they work. Even distinguished practitioners of these methods have expressed concern that recent advances are unsupported by general principles, often dependent on ad hoc adjustments in specific applications, and generative of outputs that are difficult to explain. Two prominent commentators characterized the state of the field as alchemical.

One consequence of these challenges is uncertainty over the causes and implications of recent large advances. Do they represent foundational advances that put general understanding and reproduction of intelligence within reach? Or do
they just reflect the result of continuing advances in several parallel areas – data, algorithms, computational capacity – that are important in practical power, without necessarily representing major scientific breakthroughs or auguring imminent advances in dissimilar problems or reproducing general intelligence? Expert surveys estimating how soon such major landmarks will be achieved show a wide range of views.

A second consequence is deep, high-stakes uncertainty about AI’s societal impacts, risks, and governance responses – arguably even more than in other parallel areas of rapid, high-stakes, contentious technologies. This deep uncertainty is driven both by uncertainty about the rate and character of future technological advances in AI, and by uncertainty about how people, enterprises, and societies will interact with these rapidly advancing capabilities: how new capabilities will be used and applied; how people and organizations will react and adjust; how capabilities will further change in response to these adjustments; and how, and how well, societal institutions will manage the consequences to promote the beneficial, limit or mitigate the harmful, and decide in time – competently, prudently, legitimately – which consequences are beneficial and which harmful.

**AI Impacts and Governance: Major areas of present inquiry**

In the face of this deep uncertainty, current study and speculation on AI impacts and governance has a few salient characteristics. In some respects these are similar to characteristics often found in rapidly growing fields of inquiry and commentary, yet they also reflect the distinct, perhaps unique, characteristics of AI. In broad terms, the approach of many researchers and commentators to AI reflects their prior
interests, concerns, capabilities, and disciplinary traditions. Given the diffuse and labile character of AI and its applications, this is both familiar and sensible. Indeed, it is a phenomenon so familiar as to be nicely captured by old aphorisms and folk tales. AI is the elephant, and we who are trying to reason through its societal impacts and potential responses are the blind men, each feeling around one piece of it. Or alternatively, we all come to the problem of AI with our various forms of hammers, so it looks like a nail.

Attempting to give aggregate characterizations of such a heterogeneous and rapidly growing field is risky, yet necessary. Much present commentary falls into two clusters, mainly distinguished by the immediacy of the concerns they address. The first and larger cluster examines extant or imminently anticipated AI applications that interact with existing legal, political, or social concerns. Prominent examples include how liability regimes must be modified to account for AI-supported decisions (e.g., in health care, employment, education, and finance), or AI-embedded physical objects that interact with humans (autonomous vehicles, robots, internet-of-things devices); racial, gender, or other biases embedded in algorithms, whether in high-stakes decision settings or in more routine but still important matters like search prompts or image labeling; defending privacy under large-scale data integration and analysis; and transparency, explainability, or other procedural values in AI-enabled decisions.

The second cluster of current work concerns the existential risks of extreme AI advances, whether characterized as progressing to general superintelligence, a singularity beyond which AI controls its own further advances, or in other similar terms. Although this perspective is less frequent in scholarly work, it draws support
from the argument that risks of catastrophic or existential consequence merit examination even if they appear temporally distant or unlikely. These prospects loom large in press and popular treatments of AI to such a degree that researchers arguing for the importance of more immediate risks initially faced an uphill battle gaining similar levels of attention to these concerns.

Between these two clusters lies a wide gap receiving less attention: potential impacts, risks, and governance challenges that are intermediate in time-scale and magnitude, lying between the near-term and the existential. Some scholarship does target this intermediate zone, typically by examining impact mechanisms that are of both immediate and larger-scale, long-term significance. For example, many studies aim to identify technical characteristics of AI systems likely to make them either riskier or more benign. In addition, certain domains and mechanisms of AI social impact - for example, livelihood displacement, social reputation or risk scoring, and autonomous lethal weapons - are of both immediate concern and larger future concern as applications expand. The broad diversity of methods and foci of inquiry in AI impacts is a sensible response to present deep uncertainty about AI capabilities and impacts, and there is great value in this diversity of work. This is a context where interdisciplinarity is at a premium, and the most significant advances are likely to come not just from deep specialization, but also from unexpected connections across diverse fields of inquiry.

The AI PULSE project at UCLA School of Law: A focus on mid-range impacts

In this busy, diverse, and rapidly growing space, the AI PULSE Project at UCLA Law
is a newcomer. Like many others, we aim to advance understanding on the societal impacts of current and anticipated advances in AI, the good, bad, and dangerous; the causes and mechanisms of those impacts; and potential law and other governance responses to inform decision-making, both within traditional legal and regulatory settings, and in new institutional mechanisms and settings.

In looking for areas on which to focus our attention and permit us to make useful contributions, we have used two loose and provisional criteria. First, we have sought issues and questions that can effectively draw on our prior expertise in law and policy, and on prior experiences with other technology law and policy areas such as energy, environment, internet governance, and cybersecurity. We aim to attend carefully to points where scientific or technology matters interact strongly with societal or governance issues – not aiming to focus centrally on technology, which is not our comparative advantage, but rather to recognize and connect with needed expertise via collaborators. Second, we have looked for areas of potential importance that are receiving relatively less attention, and where there is less risk of simply re-treading familiar ground.

This orientation has led us to the intermediate scale of AI impacts, time horizons, and implications, as outlined above. We do not focus principally on immediate concerns already attracting substantial study and attention, nor on existential endpoints. This is not because we judge these uninteresting or unimportant – they are emphatically not – but because so much excellent work is already being done here. This intermediate range, roughly defined in some combination of time-scale and of intensity of impacts and potential disruptions, is unavoidably a bit diffuse in its boundaries. We characterize it by rough conditions that separate it from immediate concerns, and from singularity, existential, or ultimate concerns.
We propose one principal criterion to distinguish this middle range from the applications, consequences, and concerns that characterize the large volume of important work being done on current and near-term AI challenges. AI applications now deployed and in advanced development sit within the context of existing configurations of decision-makers with associated capabilities, interests, and goals. They are being embedded in commercial products and services marketed by existing firms to identified consumers and businesses. They are supporting, and may in some applications replace, human expertise and agency in existing decisions now taken by individual humans, in a wide variety of professional and employment settings – e.g., drivers, machine tool operators, pharmacists, stockbrokers, librarians, doctors, and lawyers. And they are similarly supporting, advising, and perhaps replacing current decisions now made by groups or organizations – i.e., actors larger than one person – but still recognized, abstracted, and sometimes held accountable as an individual, more or less human-like actor, such as corporations, courts, boards, offices, or departments.

But the fact that current AI applications are presently slotting into these existing decisions by existing actors is a social and historical contingency that reflects immediate opportunities to deploy, and sell, AI-infused products and services. There is no reason to expect that AI’s capabilities, or its future applications, will necessarily follow the same patterns. The same characteristics that pose challenges to the prediction and governance of AI’s societal impacts – its diffuse, labile character, fuzzy boundaries, broad connections to other technologies and fields of inquiry, and foundational nature – also suggest that it is capable of doing things of greater scale, scope, novelty, or complexity than any presently identified decision by a presently identified actor.

It is this greater scale of application, along with associated changes in scope,
complexity, and integration, that we propose as the principal criterion distinguishing near-term impacts and governance challenges from medium-term ones. In this hypothesized mid-range, AI is, at a minimum, doing things that to some degree resemble functions being discharged by present actors, but which due to greatly expanded scale or scope are qualitatively changed in their impacts, for example by divesting current decision-makers of power or fundamentally transforming their aims and inter-relationships. Alternatively, AI might be doing things that are not presently done by any identified single actor, but by larger-scale social processes or networks of multiple actors and institutions - e.g., markets, normative systems, diffuse non-localized institutions, and the international system. Deployed in such settings, AI would take outcomes that are now viewed as emergent properties, equilibria, or other phenomena beyond the reach of any individual decision or centralized control, and make them subject to explication, intentionality, or control. Or as a third alternative, AI might be deployed to carry out actions that are not presently done at all, for various reasons - including that they are beyond the ability of any individual actor to imagine, perceive, or carry out, yet at the same time are not the objects of any linked systems of multi-actor decision-making. In any such settings, we expect the societal impacts and disruptions/transformations of AI, and the associated challenges of governance (indeed, the meaning of governance) to be profoundly transformed, in scale, meaning, and possibly also speed.

Yet this is not the singularity.\textsuperscript{13} We also distinguish this middle range from existential or singularity-related risks and by the limitation that AI is not self-directed or independently volitional, but rather is still to a substantial degree developed and deployed under human control. Of course, the practical extent of human control in specific applications may be ambiguous, and the details matter a lot. Moreover, as noted above, even with AI not fully autonomous but practically, or formally, under
human control, there may still be transformative impacts, including vast public as well as private effects and the potential for large-scale disruptions and harms – in addition to the large benefits that are intended and anticipated.

This intermediate range is thick with potential areas and mechanisms of high-stakes AI impacts. In addition to those noted above, involving mechanisms of influence already operating but subject to transformation from increased scale and speed (e.g., livelihood displacement), there are multiple other possibilities. These are substantially more heterogeneous than those already evident in present practice. Even brief reflection suggests a wide range of potential AI applications, impacts, bases for concern, and associated governance challenges. We outline a few below. Many others, similarly plausible, could readily be generated.

- AI as a manager and coordinator of economic functions at larger scale than the scope typical of current enterprises producing and selling goods and services;
- AI as a component of, and to varying degrees supplanting, various forms and functions of state decision-making – legislative, executive, administrative, judicial, or electoral. Small-scale instances of this, and more ambitious proposals, already abound. Implications are profound, both for material outcomes, such as substance of decisions, character and quality of service and program delivery, efficiency and cost; and for legal processes, associated rights, and political principles.
- AI as a disruptor of competitive relations, in commercial competition and other domains of competitive interactions, with the prospect of major shifts in the distribution of power among individual, commercial, public, and other institutions, perhaps also driving large changes in the meaning and determinants of such power.
- AI as an enabler of increased effectiveness and new forms of influence over people in commercial, political, and other societal contexts. Early signs, in 2016 and since, of the potency of algorithmic targeting and tuning of messages for both domestic
and international political campaigns suggest much broader and more potent tools of influence to come. These of course can include AI-empowered influence and manipulation for conventional commercial and political ends, perhaps allowing greater concentration of power than has been possible by other means: one major recent report identified “robust totalitarianism” as one of the major social and political risks of AI. But multiple other forms of influence are possible, including manipulation of behavior, preference, or values, with aims and effects ranging from the benign to the malign. Consider, for example, the possibilities of AI-enabled manipulation for purposes of healthier living, other forms of self-improvement, civic virtue, or conformity, docility, or subordination to the will of another; AI-empowered psychotherapy, new political or social movements, new religions (the first church centered on AI is already established), or cults.

- AI as a scrambler of human individual and collective self-conception, including possibly undermining basic assumptions on which liberal capitalist democratic states and societies are founded - either truly altering the assumed conditions, or altering large-scale confidence or belief in them through increasingly powerful tools of deception such as “deep fakes.” These shared assumptions, which include both positive and normative beliefs, exercise a powerful influence on the acceptance and viability of democratic government and market economies. The potential implications of their disruption, for practice of democratic government, and for social cohesion and identity, are profound.

These and similar potential intermediate-range impacts can be read to varying degrees as benign or malign. Many are most likely some of each. But they are clearly large and novel enough to require careful study and assessment, without a strong prior presumption that they predominantly fall one way or the other. Although it may
be tempting to view any large change as harmful, at least initially, we do not presume that the societal impacts of AI will be entirely, or even predominantly, harmful. In fact, there are strong grounds to anticipate large benefits. Innovations in commercial settings generally pursue improved production processes or products and services that people want. We thus expect that the initial, direct effects of AI deployment will mainly be benefits, since they will be realized through voluntary commercial transactions. The axiom of revealed preference is not the last word on societal values, in view of imperfect knowledge and anticipation of individual welfare, identified pathologies of choice, emergent collective outcomes, constrained choices, and manipulation - but neither is it to be arbitrarily rejected. Moreover, even outside purely commercial transaction, a few areas of AI application hold clear prospects for large societal benefits, including medical diagnosis and treatment, scientific and technical research, and environmental monitoring, management, and restoration. Even when technical advances bring some harm - canonically, the harm that incumbents suffer when their business is disrupted by innovations - these local disruptions are often consistent with larger-scale economic and societal benefits.

Yet at the same time, there are well-founded grounds for concern. The greater the new technical capabilities and resultant transformations, the less the resultant disruptions are likely to be confined to the commercial sphere and the more they are likely to implicate larger-scale network and public effects, and political, social, and ethical values separate from those of the market. Moreover, many applications of AI will be in non-market contexts - whether in classic areas of state decision-making or something brand new. In these other contexts, the comforting invisible-hand assumptions about the consonance of individual self-interested choice and aggregate societal benefit do not apply. Individuals and firms developing and applying AI may be sensitive to these broader impacts, but lack the scale of view, knowledge, or
authority to address them effectively. Doing so will require some larger scale apparatus, perhaps including deployment of state regulatory authority, perhaps involving multi-party collaboration among state and non-state actors, including enterprises, technical associations, educational institutions, research funders, scientific and professional associations, civil society organizations, and governmental decision-makers at multiple levels.

Even focusing on this middle range rather than more distant and extreme possibilities, it is difficult to do research about future conditions, risks, or requirements. Future events, conditions, and outcomes are not observable, except via proxies, trends, or enduring conditions and relationships in the present or past. Saying anything useful about future effects unavoidably requires speculative reasoning and acknowledgement of uncertainty, and also disciplining that speculation by reference to current knowledge. Present conditions and trends, scientific knowledge about enduring mechanisms of causation and influence in the world, and the properties and limits of current technologies, all provide useful inputs to reasoning about future conditions and possibilities, but with limits. Structured methods for exploration and contingency planning such as model projections, scenario exercises, and robust decision-making approaches can help stimulate the needed balance of imagination and discipline, but do not surmount deep uncertainties. These challenges are all particularly acute in reasoning through potential impacts, risks, and governance responses for AI, in view of the uniquely challenging characteristics of AI noted above.

One promising way to get insights into AI impacts and responses over this intermediate scale is - instead of focusing on present applications or the technical properties of algorithms and associated data and tools - to focus on decisions: the decisions to develop and refine capabilities, train and test them, and deploy them
for specific purposes in specific settings. Focusing on decisions in turn implies focusing on the actors who make those decisions, whether individuals, teams, or private or public organizations, and the factors that influence their decisions: the interests they seek to advance; the capabilities and resources that characterize their decision choice sets and associated constraints; and the strategic environment in which they make these decisions, including interactions with other decision-makers with resultant emergent properties.

A survey of present AI applications and actors suggests a wide range of interests may be motivating development, adoption, and application decisions. The principal actors developing new methods and capabilities are private firms and academic researchers. But the firms are not typical commercial firms. Several of the leading firms are so big and rich, and so secure in dominant positions in current markets, that they are able to invest in speculative research some distance from commercial application. Even accounting for firms’ ostensible profit motives, their need to recruit and retrain scarce, often idiosyncratic, top-rank talent may also shift their mix of interests to some degree, to include scientific interest, technological virtuosity, plus whatever other ambitions or commitments motivate this talent pool.

Motivations become even more diverse on the international scale. Several market-leading AI firms are based in China, under varying degrees of government influence – suggesting a blurring of lines between commercial competition and state objectives, both domestic (securing and sustaining political control) and international (geopolitical rivalry, through multiple channels not limited to military). Moreover, not all the major developers are for-profit firms. One major AI enterprise is organized as a not-for-profit, with a stated commitment to development of AI capabilities for social benefit – although the practical implications of this different commitment are
not yet fully evident.\textsuperscript{51}

In considering medium-term possibilities for AI applications, risks, and other impacts, it is thus necessary to consider a range of interests and incentives: in addition to commercial competition, potentially important interests might include political competition through electoral or other channels; competition for fame, notoriety, or influence; pursuit of technological advance for its intrinsic pleasures and for professional status; and multiple forms of rivalrous or malicious aims, among individuals, firms, other organizations, and states.\textsuperscript{52} This broad list of interests implicates harm mechanisms associated with intentional design choices as well as unforeseen accidents, or design or application failures.

The papers collected here represent the results of an early attempt to examine AI impacts, risks, and governance from this actor and decision-centered perspective. They are based on a May 2018 workshop, “AI in Strategic Context,” at which preliminary versions of papers were presented and discussed. In extending their workshop presentations into these papers, we have asked authors to move a little outside their normal disciplinary perspectives, with the aim of making their papers accessible both to academic readers in other fields and disciplines, and to sophisticated policy-oriented and other non-academic audiences. In the spirit of the larger-scale project, we also encouraged authors to be a little more speculative than they would normally be able to do when writing for their scholarly peers.

This collection includes seven of the resultant papers, spanning a broad range of applications, impacts, disciplinary perspectives, and views of governance. Sterbenz and Trager use an analytic approach rooted in game theory to characterize the effects of a particular class of AI, autonomous weapons, on conflicts and crisis-escalation situations. Ram identifies a new potential mechanism of harmful impact
based on increasing pursuit of the technical capability, “one-shot learning.” She argues that increased use of one-shot learning might exacerbate present concerns about both bias and opacity, and assigns a central role to trade secrecy in these harms. Grotto distills a set of concrete lessons for governance of AI by analogizing to a prior political conflict over another high-stakes and contentious technology, GMOs, drawing particularly on the variation provided by disparate policy outcomes in the United States and the European Union. Marchant argues both that effective governance of AI is needed and that conventional governmental regulation is unlikely in the near term, and instead proposes a soft-law approach to governance, including a specific institutional recommendation to address some of the most obvious limitations of soft-law governance. Moving from regulatory practice to political theory, Panagia explores the alternative ways algorithms can be regarded as political artifacts. He argues that algorithms are devices that order the world, in relations between people and objects and among people, and that this is a distinct, and broader, role than that conventionally proposed by critical thinkers of the left, who tend to view algorithms predominantly as instruments of political domination among people. Osoba offers a provocative sketch of a new conceptual framework to consider global interactions over AI and its governance, arguing that there exist distinct linked technical and cultural systems, or “technocultures,” around AI, and that current diversity of technocultures is likely to be a persistent source of regulatory friction among regional governance regimes. And finally, Lempert provides a provocative vision of the capability of AI to drive large-scale divergence in human historical trajectories. Drawing on historical analogies explored in the scholarship of Elizabeth Anderson, he presents two scenarios in which large-scale AI deployment serves either to restrict or to strengthen human agency, and speculates on the technical structures of algorithms that might tend to nudge a world deploying them toward those two divergent futures.
Closing Observations:

These papers represent the first output from what we aim to make a continuing inquiry. In our view, they nicely illustrate what needs to happen to build a coherent and progressive body of work in a new and diffuse, but high-stakes area: targeting interesting and important questions and effectively deploying discipline-based concepts and frameworks, yet also striving for clear communication across disciplinary lines and accessibility both outside the field and outside the academy - while still maintaining precision. At the same time, they also illustrate the challenges facing this area of inquiry: its vast breadth, the diversity of relevant disciplinary languages and perspectives – and the difficulty of directing focus forward beyond immediate concerns, of being willing to engage in speculation yet keeping the speculation disciplined and connected to current knowledge and expertise. These are the aims and the challenges of the project, which we plan to further explore in additional workshops, collaborations, and publications.

By Edward Parson, Dan and Rae Emmett Professor of Environmental Law, Faculty Co-Director of the Emmett Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, and Co-Director of the AI Law and Policy Program, UCLA School of Law, UCLA Dept
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